Angle Park

Monday 6th July 2020

Stewards
J Jones, M Herrmann, J Carey, S Volbrecht.

Veterinary Surgeon
Dr M Hague

Late Scratchings
Peregrine Flight (R7) Not Presented 28 Days
Ask Me Now (R8) Injury 10 Days

Race 1  G-SIX WINNING FORMULA JUVENILE SERIES FINAL  515m  Juvenile

-On the first turn DAKOTA HUMMER moved out checking CAWBOURNE COOPER and BANGOR SOPHIA causing DAKOTA HUMMER to be turned sideways, DAKOTA HUMMER then continued out bumping INVINCIBILITY. Approaching the turn into the back straight INVINCIBILITY moved down checking DAKOTA HUMMER.
-CAWBOURNE COOPER was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 21 days.

Race 2  G-SIX SKY RACING MAIDEN STAKE  515m  Maiden

-A swab sample was taken from the winner DAKOTA ROXY.
-WOODSIDE FORREST and WOODSIDE ZULU were both slow to begin. On the first turn STRAIGHT BLAZE moved out checking CHOMPERS and WOODSIDE ZULU causing CHOMPERS to run onto the heels of and drag down STRAIGHT BLAZE. On the turn into the home straight STRAIGHT BLAZE ran wide.
-STRaight BLaze was vetted after the race with no injury detected.
-CHOMPERS was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 3  G-SIX WINNING FORMULA OPEN MAIDEN SERIES FINAL  388m  Maiden

-A swab sample was taken from the winner BURZAR.
-BANJO RILEY was slow to begin. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 4  G-SIX MCGUEENS TAVERN (N/P) STAKE  388m  Masters

-STIR CRAZY was slow to begin. On the first turn FUNDAMENTAL moved down checking OSHKOSH ERNY VEE then STIR CRAZY moved out around the heels of MOTOWN KENNY.

Race 5  BGC INDUSTRIAL CLEANING SUPPLIES STAKE  515m  Grade 6

-A swab sample was taken from the winner SPRINGVALE SLICK.
-On the turn into the back straight PAW ME ONE and JOFFA’S GALAXY came together causing both greyhounds to lose ground. On the turn into the home straight FREE SEBON and SPRINGVALE SHINE bumped.

Race 6  KURT DONSBERG PHOTOGRAPHY STAKE  515m  Grade 6

-Shortly after the start CLASSIC MCLAREN moved down checking CAWBOURNE COCO. On the first turn CHIEF SEBON moved out bumping CAWBOURNE COCO and CALLANISH SPRITE then shortly after JACK’S KNIGHT moved down taking CLASSIC MCLAREN onto SPY MASTER causing SPY MASTER to move out checking CLASSIC MCLAREN, JACK’S KNIGHT and FOXY CRUISER causing FOXY CRUISER to fall. On the turn into the back straight CHIEF SEBON moved out checking CAWBOURNE COCO and CALLANISH SPRITE causing CALLANISH SPRITE to fall. Both FOXY CRUISER and CALLANISH SPRITE regained their footing and completed the course.
-FOXY CRUISER was vetted after the race with no injury detected.
-CALLANISH SPRITE was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 7  ACCELL THERAPY (1 WIN) STAKE  515m  Grade 6

-A swab sample was taken from the winner ADIOS MCLAREN.
-STARLIGHT MEG went up with the lids. On the turn into the back straight ZIPPING CHROME and EMERLEY PHANTOM bumped.

Race 8  SECURE RACING LOGISTIS MIXED STAKE  515m  Mixed 4/5

-A swab sample was taken from the winner MADDIE ME.
-There were no racing incidents to report.
Race 9  G-SIX GIDDY-UP STAKE  388m  Grade 6
-On the first turn MISS AMITY ran onto the heels of OUR BOY WOLF causing OUR BOY WOLF to drop back checking MISS AMITY. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 10  G-SIX YOU. ME. 6 WEEKS. STAKE  600m  Grade 6
-A swab sample was taken from the winner DRACARYS.
-SPRINGVALE ARGE was slow to begin. Entering the home straight on the first occasion LONG GULLY EVIE moved out bumping PREDECESSOR and DRACARYS causing MCLAREN DAZZLER to contact the heels of PREDECESSOR.

Race 11  G-SIX @THEDOGSSA STAKE  388m  Grade 6
-Shortly after the start DONOVAN BALE moved down checking SPRING CHIP. Entering the home straight SPRING CHIP and DONOVAN BALE bumped several times causing SPRING CHIP to lose ground and be turned sideways.
-SPRING CHIP was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 12  G-SIX ONLY AT THE DOGS STAKE  388m  Grade 5
-A swab sample was taken from the winner MAJOR MAJOR.
-WOODSIDE SABRE was slow to begin. Entering the back straight MAJOR MAJOR moved out checking DALLAS FERNANDO which then dropped back checking WOODSIDE SABRE.

* Published subject to correction upon revision